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Background: Anxiety and depression contribute to poorer physical and mental health

outcomes in cardiac patients. Psychological treatments are not routinely offered in

cardiac care and have mixed and small effects. We conducted a series of studies

under the PATHWAY research programme aimed at understanding and improving mental

health outcomes for patients undergoing cardiac rehabilitation (CR) through provision of

metacognitive therapy (MCT).

Methods: PATHWAY was a series of feasibility trials, single-blind, multicenter,

randomized controlled trials (RCTs), qualitative, stated preferences for therapy and health

economics studies.

Findings: Patients felt their psychological needs were not met in CR and their

narratives of distress could be parsimoniously explained by the metacognitive

model. Patients reported they would prefer therapy over no therapy as part

of CR, which included delivery by a cardiac professional. Two feasibility studies

demonstrated that RCTs of group-based and self-help MCT were acceptable, could

be embedded in CR services, and that RCTs of these interventions were feasible.

A definitive RCT of group-MCT within CR (n = 332) demonstrated significantly

greater reductions in the severity of anxiety and depression, exceeding CR alone,

with gains maintained at 12 month follow-up (SMD HADS total score = 0.52 at

4 months and 0.33 at 12 months). A definitive trial of self-help MCT is ongoing.
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Conclusion: There is a need to better meet the psychological needs of CR patients.

Embedding MCT into CR demonstrated high acceptability and improved efficacy on

psychological outcomes. Results support roll-out of MCT in CR with evaluation of

national implementation.

Registration: URL: NCT02420431; ISRCTN74643496; NCT03129282.

Keywords: metacognitive therapy, anxiety, depression, cardiac rehabilitation, qualitative, health economic,

randomized control trial

INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the most common non-
communicable disease and makes the largest contribution to
morbidity and mortality worldwide (1). The psychological
impacts of CVD are substantial and recognized as contributing to
poorer prognosis (2). Specifically, anxiety and depression, which
affect up to one-third of people with CVD, have been linked
to increased future cardiac events, poorer quality of life, greater
healthcare costs and poorer long-term psychological adjustment
(3). Effective management of anxiety and depression in coronary
care is crucial and a priority for policy makers and future clinical
trials (4). Unfortunately, the quality of evidence supporting
psychological treatments for anxiety and depression in CVD is
generally low with small sample sizes impacting reliability of
findings (5). The treatment effects have been found to be small
to moderate (5).

Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is offered routinely in a group
setting to patients following a cardiac event, it reduces mortality
and hospital readmissions, and improves quality of life (6, 7). CR
consists of exercise sessions, education and stress management
techniques directed at improving CVD risk profiles, physical
fitness and psychological functioning (6). The psychological
components are not standardized and vary by CR programme
butmay include counseling, relaxation,meditation, and cognitive
challenging of negative thoughts. However, systematic reviews
and meta-analyses suggest that the effects on anxiety and
depression symptoms are small to moderate, and the quality of
evidence is low suggesting major uncertainty over the effects
reported. It is recommended that further studies be conducted
to test the effectiveness of psychological therapies (5).

Metacognitive therapy (MCT) (8, 9) is a recent manualized
treatment approach that may be particularly suited to addressing
the psychological needs of CR patients. This is because MCT,
unlike other therapies, does not require an in-depth analysis and
challenging of the content of patients worries (e.g., “what if I
suffer another heart attack”) that in the CR context are often
realistic (10). In contrast, MCT focuses on regulating repetitive
negative thinking cycles such as worry and rumination and
other unhelpful behaviors that research shows maintain anxiety
and depression.

MCT is based on a model where anxiety and depression are
maintained by common factors involving difficult to control
repetitive negative thinking and attention to threat. Feeding
this thinking pattern are distorted beliefs (metacognitive beliefs)
about thoughts concerning the usefulness of worrying (e.g.,

“Thinking the worst about symptoms will keep me safe”) and
beliefs concerning the uncontrollability and danger of thinking
(e.g., “I have lost control of worrying”). These beliefs interfere
with the effective regulation of repetitive negative thinking
patterns that maintain distress. For example, in response to a
negative thought such as “what if I have another heart attack” the
individual who believes that interpreting symptoms in the worst
way possible will keep them safe engages in sustained negative
thinking. Similarly, beliefs that worry cannot be controlled leads
to diminished effort (or unhelpful strategies; e.g., alcohol) in
controlling repetitive negative thinking. Such thinking persists
leading to an escalating sense of threat and corresponding
feelings of anxiety and sadness. MCT helps the person to
consciously identify and change this thinking pattern by bringing
worry, rumination and an excessive tendency to focus on threat
(e.g., chest sensations) under control. A key therapeutic process
in doing so is the challenging of metacognitive beliefs behind this
thinking pattern. Results from randomized controlled trials in
mental health settings and meta-analyses demonstrate that MCT
is highly efficient and effective for anxiety and depression and
may be more effective than various forms of cognitive behavior
therapy (11). An important question concerns whether such
positive effects might translate to the context of treating mental
health symptoms in CR patients.

Given the limitations of existing treatments, there is a priority
to implement effective psychological treatments in CR. Such
a need led to the PATHWAY research programme, funded
by the UK NIHR to examine the needs of patients and the
effects of MCT. The PATHWAY program set out to address an
important question; Can we improve psychological outcomes
of CR patients? In doing so we explored the needs of patients,
the feasibility of conducting a trial in the CR context and the
effectiveness of addingMCT to usual CR. In the remainder of this
paper, we summarize the results of the PATHWAY programme,
which included the first large-scale trial of the effectiveness of
adding Metacognitive Therapy for anxiety and depression in
cardiovascular disease (CVD) patients.

IDENTIFYING PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS

OF CR PATIENTS

Few studies have evaluated why the effects of psychological
treatments are so limited in CVD. We aimed to explore: (1)
how patients described their psychological distress, (2) if CR and
routine care addressed their psychological needs, and (3) how two
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different psychological treatment models might conceptualize
patient problems.

To assess how patients described their psychological distress,
we conducted semi-structured qualitative interviews with 46 CR
patients with elevated symptoms of anxiety and/or depression.
Data were analyzed using a constant comparative approach
(10). Following the first four interviews commonalities and
contrasts in patients accounts were noted and used to develop a
preliminary thematic framework based on the research questions.
Data continued to be analyzed into categories that described
emerging elements of patients’ accounts (10). Patients described
low mood and diverse concerns and anxieties, not limited
to fear of another cardiac event. Patients described worrying
constantly, worrying about their worry, and feeling that worry
was uncontrollable and harmful. Patients wanted to “get back to
normal” but lacked any sense of how to achieve this. In fact, they
reported that they were reluctant to discuss their worries with
CR staff. They hoped to recover over time, meanwhile seeking
reassurance that they were responding “normally.” Patients
were mostly dismissive of psychological techniques used in CR.
We interpreted these results as suggesting that an acceptable
psychological intervention for patients might be one that: (1)
reduces a range of concerns that extend beyond a patient’s
cardiac event, (2) challenges beliefs about the uncontrollability
and harmfulness of worry, (3) offers skills they could practice,
(4) allows them to keep the content of worries private if they
choose to.

These data appeared to support the choice of a transdiagnostic
treatment such as MCT that targets the regulation of worry.
Furthermore, patients’ worry could be addressed with MCT
without focussing on the content of those worries which
seemed to be more consistent with the views expressed. The
identification of patient concerns about needing to know if
they were responding “normally” and their “worry about worry”
were consistent with an MCT interpretation, which emphasizes
developing and modifying unhelpful beliefs about thinking.

Subsequently, we explored whether the distress reported by
49 CR patients could be conceptualized parsimoniously within
a MCT model of causal mechanisms (12) in contrast to the CBT
model. Analysis of transcripts followed a stepwise approach. First
inductive analysis followed a constant comparative approach
whereby we identified commonalities and contrasts in how
patients described and understood their distress. Patient
transcripts were then re-examined from the perspectives of the
CBT and MCT models using deductive and inductive elements.
Inductive analysis allowed us to assess which model had the
best fit with patients experience, with the primary criterion
for fit being parsimony (i.e., how simply the models could
be related to patients’ accounts of their distress). Four patient
transcripts reflecting diversity in the presentation and clinical
context of distress were then selected for detailed analysis to
illustrate the divergence between CBT and MCT models. When
analyzing from the perspective of the CBT model, we focused
on identifying distinct negative automatic thoughts, and then
categorized the cognitive distortions apparent in these (13).
When analyzing from the perspective of the MCT model,
we focused on identifying talk showing perseverative negative

thinking (i.e., worry or rumination). When we saw possible
underlying beliefs—negative beliefs from the perspective of CBT,
or metacognitive beliefs from the perspective of MCT—these
were coded and re-examined from the alternative perspective.

Patient talk showed multiple types of cognitive distortions,
and required a distinction between realistic and unrealistic
thoughts which proved difficult in the context of risk of future
cardiac events. Understanding emotional distress from a CBT
perspective presented multiple, diverse targets for treatment.
In contrast, from the perspective of MCT, a single category of
perseverative negative thinking was sufficient to understand all
talk, irrespective of whether it contained realistic or unrealistic
thoughts. MCT appeared to provide a more parsimonious
account of emotional distress.

The data gained from our qualitative analyses supported the
choice of MCT as a potential treatment approach for meeting the
psychological needs of CR patients. However, we did not know
if MCT was an acceptable treatment to patients or feasible to
evaluate within CR.

A FEASIBILITY TRIAL OF GROUP-MCT

(NCT02420431; ISRCTN74643496)

We assessed the acceptability and feasibility of implementing a
randomized controlled trial of group MCT within CR services
to support a subsequent definitive trial (14). We used the data
from the study to estimate the required sample size, recruitment
rates and site numbers, and should no modification to methods
be required intended to use participants’ data as an internal pilot
in a subsequent full trial if deemed appropriate.

The evaluation of MCT was based on the implementation of
a group-based treatment manual (15). The treatment consisted
of six-sessions to explore and modify flexibility and control over
patterns of extended negative thinking and to modify unhelpful
metacognitive beliefs. At the end of treatment, each patient
received their own “helpful behaviors” prescription summarizing
what they had learned. Homework practice of certain techniques
and behaviors was a feature throughout.

CR included 8 to 10 weeks of group exercise and educational
sessions lasting 45 to 60min. Exercise seminars focused on
a range of topics including lifestyle and medical risk factor
management. All sites included a psychological component
within CR, however the content of these components varied. All
sites delivered sessions on relaxation including breathing
techniques and progressive muscle relaxation, however
some sites provided further psychological components. For
example, two sites incorporated cognitive therapy methods
(i.e., challenging negative thoughts, worry decision tree), while
one site delivered psychoeducational information on stress.
In addition, one site offered a 4 week stress management
course as part of CR which included generating and sharing a
cognitive-behavioral case formulation, mindfulness techniques,
and individual counseling with an occupational therapist.

Fifty-two patients with elevated anxiety and/or depression
(Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (16) > 8 on
at least one subscale) were randomly allocated to group-MCT
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plus usual CR (MCT+CR; n = 23) or usual CR alone (n = 29).
Three NHS hospital sites participated across the North West of
England. For further details on the study protocol see Wells et
al. (17). Analysis of primary and secondary symptom outcomes
was purely descriptive and based on the whole sample (not
individual arms) as feasibility trials are not powered to detect
differences and it was necessary to maintain the blinding of the
research team if the data was to be combined with that of a larger
subsequent trial. The assessment of feasibility and acceptability
of adding group-MCT to CR was based on recruitment rates,
withdrawal, and drop-out by the primary end-point of 4 months;
number of MCT and CR sessions attended; completion of
follow-up questionnaires; and ability of the outcome measures
to discriminate between patients. The study was also used to
re-estimate the required sample size for a full-scale trial. We
also examined the extent by which non-mental health specialists
(cardiac staff) adhered to the Group-MCT protocol.

Patient attendance at CR was high with 75% of participants
across both arms attending usual CR, which is in line with
national CR data (18). Group-MCT did not impact on attendance
at usual care, as CR completion rates did not differ by study
arm. In addition, attendance at group-MCT was high, with over
half of patients attending at least four (the minimum pre-defined
dose) out of six group-MCT sessions. At 4 month follow-up
72.4 and 69.6% of control and intervention group participants,
respectively, returned follow up questionnaires. All outcome
measures demonstrated a good range of observed scores, with
little in the way of floor or ceiling effects.

We examined therapists’ level of adherence to the treatment
protocol since the treatment was to be administered by non-
mental health specialists with no experience of delivering
psychological treatments. An adherence checklist was used,
where therapists indicated which aspects of the manual they
had and had not implemented in each session. Checklist items
were based on the key aspects of the manual that were to be
implemented in each session. For example, in the first session
adherence items included completing the case formulation,
socializing patients to the model, practicing an attention control
exercise called SpACE, and assigning homework. A total
adherence score was created for each session by summing the
total number of elements completed in session. Adherence was
high across all three sites, with an overall adherence rating
of 98.2%.

We estimated that a definitive randomized controlled trial
would require a recruitment sample of 332 to have 90% power
to detect a target 0.4 effect size (Cohen’s d). This estimate took
into account results from the internal pilot which indicated an
attrition rate of 35%, over-time correlation of 0.5 (unchanged),
mean group size of 3 and ICC of 0.05 (assumed).

ASSESSMENT OF PATIENT VIEWS OF MCT

Alongside the feasibility (and full-scale trial), we conducted a
qualitative study of CR patients views of participating in group
MCT (19). In-depth qualitative interviews with 24 purposively
sampled CR patients following group MCT were conducted.

Data was analyzed using thematic analysis and revealed two
main themes: (1) general therapy factors that were seen largely
as beneficial, where patients highlighted interaction with other
CR patients and CR staff delivery of treatment and their
knowledge of cardiology; (2) MCT-specific factors that were seen
as beneficial which included particular treatment techniques. All
the patients who completed group MCT were positive about it
and described self-perceived changes in their thinking and well-
being. A minority of patients (n = 4) that were interviewed did
not complete the intervention and two of them gave specific
reasons for not finding the treatment helpful. They described
how the staff delivering the intervention referred repeatedly to
the treatment manual and this gave the impression that there was
a lack of knowledge about the intervention being delivered.

FULL-SCALE TRIAL OF EFFECTIVENESS

OF GROUP-MCT IN CR (NCT02420431;

ISRCTN74643496)

As group-MCT appeared to be feasible and acceptable to deliver
within CR, the next step was to evaluate the effectiveness of
group-MCT plus CR in comparison to usual CR alone in a fully
powered RCT (20).

The feasibility trial determined that a full trial required
no changes to trial procedures, including recruitment and
randomization processes, outcome measures, or the MCT
manual or treatment delivery. We therefore regarded the 52
patients from the feasibility trial as a valid internal pilot to the
full trial and recruited a further 280 CR patients –giving a total
sample of 332—from five NHS hospitals across the North-West
of England.

In total, 163 patients (49.1%) were randomly allocated to
MCT+CR and 169 (50.9%) to usual CR alone. The primary
outcome was the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS) total score after treatment (4 month follow-up).
Secondary outcomes were the HADS anxiety and depression
sub-scale scores, traumatic stress symptoms, and psychological
mechanisms including metacognitive beliefs and repetitive
negative thinking. Analysis was intention to treat. The adjusted
group difference on the primary outcome, HADS total score at
4 months, significantly favored the MCT+CR arm (−3.24 [95%
CI, −4.67 to −1.81], p < 0.001, standardized effect size 0.52
(95% CI 0.291 to 0.75). The difference was smaller but remained
significant at 12 months (−2.29 [95% CI −3.72 to −0.66] p
< 0.01; standardized effect size 0.33 [95% CI 0.101 to 0.568]).
The MCT intervention improved outcomes significantly for both
anxiety and depression HADS subscales when assessed separately
at 4 months and for anxiety but not depression at 12 months.
Most secondary outcomes also favored MCT with medium to
large effects observed and maintained up to 12 months. An
incidental finding (though not statistically significant) was that
the addition of MCT appeared to lower the risk of psychological
deterioration during CR. No adverse treatment-related effects
were reported. An economic evaluation is planned and will be
published separately (21).
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As part of the PATHWAY study a systematic review was
conducted to evaluate the current cost-effectiveness literature for
CR (7). The review identified that CR is cost-effective, however
very little evidence focuses on psychological therapy in CR and
this evidence has more mixed results. It found that more research
is needed to determine the most cost-effective design of CR
(inclusive of psychological intervention).

IMPROVING ACCESS: A FEASIBILITY AND

ACCEPTABILITY TRIAL OF HOME-MCT

(NCT03129282)

While CR offers home-based options, this has not been extended
to psychological support which is typically offered in face-to-
face formats (22). We therefore conducted a feasibility trial to
evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of a home-based (i.e.,
self-help) version of the metacognitive therapy (23, 24). As with
the feasibility trial of group-MCT, this trial was designed to also
support a subsequent definitive trial (NCT03999359) (24) should
the findings be favorable.

A multicenter randomized controlled trial with 4- and 12
month follow-up comparing self-help MCT plus usual CR
(intervention) vs. usual CR alone (control) was conducted in
two NHS hospitals in the North West of England. One-hundred
and eight participants (69 males, 39 females) participated in a
randomized, single-blind, parallel trial. Patients had a mean age
of 59.9 years (SD= 9.7, range: 40–84).

Retention in both the intervention and control groups was
high, with 52 (96.3%) patients in the control arm and 45 (83.3%)
patients in the intervention arm returning questionnaires at 4
month follow up. This was maintained at 12 month follow up
with 90.7% of control and 81.5% of intervention participants
returning follow up data. All outcome measures demonstrated
a wide range of observed scores, covering most of the possible
range, with little in the way of floor or ceiling effects. Engagement
with Home-MCT was high, 72.7% of patients who returned the
end of study questionnaire completed four or more of the six
modules. While most patients reported completing a module
in 60min, individual times varied, ranging from 40 to 105min.
Home-MCT demonstrated high credibility, with patients stating
they found themanual easy to use and understand (median rating
of 80 out of 100), that the homework was easy to follow (median
rating of 85 out of 100), and that the exercise SpACE was easy to
use (median rating of 90 out of 100).

Overall, Home-MCT was found to be an acceptable and
feasible addition to CR. Home-MCT demonstrated no reported
adverse events. The results support progression to a full
scale randomized controlled trial to evaluate the efficacy
of Home-MCT.

EXPLORING PATIENT PREFERENCES FOR

TREATMENT

Discrete choice experiments (DCE) are used to understand
preferences for healthcare interventions and services (25, 26),
whereby participants are asked to choose between hypothetical

scenarios that vary by key attributes. A DCE was used to explore
the preferences of participants who participated in the Home-
MCT feasibility study for attributes of a psychological therapy
intervention, relevant to home-based care. The aim was to
evaluate the feasibility of conducting a full DCE, estimate the
sample size needed for a full study and to explore preliminary
preferences for included attributes.

Patient and public involvement feedback was sought to aid
in selecting and defining attribute and levels (27). Thirty-five
participants took part in the DCE. Participants stated that they
disliked having no information about therapy before it started
and favored lower costs to the NHS (28). Participants appeared
to favor home-based therapy, with reduced waiting times and
online or smartphone assisted therapy, though these results
were not statistically significant. Significant positive constants for
therapy options suggest that participants highly valued receiving
therapy (compared to no therapy). It was estimated that a sample
size of around 370 would be needed to identify significant
coefficients for most attributes. The pilot study demonstrated
the feasibility of a DCE in this group, it identified potential
attributes and levels, and estimates the sample sizes needed for
a full study.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Current psychological support offered to CVD patients within
cardiac services is limited in scope and in efficacy. It is imperative
that new and more effective psychological therapies are offered
that can be embedded within services.

In addressing this issue, we conducted a systematic research
programme exploring the psychological needs of CR patients
(10), the goodness of fit of metacognitive therapy to patient
problems (12), the feasibility of MCT (14), the effectiveness of
MCT (20), preferences for treatment attributes (28) and the
feasibility and acceptability of a home-based self-help MCT
manual and trial (23). We also examined preliminary health-
economics data for the intervention.

Patients within CR feel that their psychological needs are
not being effectively met by the components of CR, they have
multiple concerns and are reluctant to talk about them in the
CR context (10). The wide-ranging personal concerns expressed
could be explained by a single construct; perseverative negative
thinking, the reduction of which is a key target of MCT (12). The
feasibility and acceptability of a RCT of MCT was supported by a
feasibility trial (14).

A definitive RCT demonstrated that adding group-MCT to
CR significantly reduced anxiety and depression and conferred
advantages on a range of secondary psychological outcomes,
with most gains sustained over 12 months (20). These results
compared favorably against previous studies of psychological
therapies (5). It was also shown that running group-MCT
alongside usual CR did not interfere with CR attendance and
engagement. We did not set out to test whether MCT is
more effective than another specific psychological treatment but
aimed to answer a more pragmatic question that could have
immediate impact; can the addition of MCT to usual CR improve
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psychological outcomes? It is possible that a different model of
treatment (or simply more therapist contact) might also produce
improved outcomes. Future studies are required that might assess
the relative effectiveness ofMCT vs. other therapeutic approaches
when combined with CR. Results of studies from mental health
settings are increasingly suggesting that MCT might outperform
other evidence-based approaches (11, 29).

A test of a self-help version of MCT when added to
CR was found to be a feasible and acceptable trial to
pursue, potentially increasing patient choice (23). An
investigation of patient preferences for therapy attributes
showed that patients favored being offered a psychological
therapy rather than no therapy at all, that they would
prefer information about treatment before it was offered,
and that they would prefer a home-based treatment
option (28).

The results of the PATHWAY programme present
implications for clinical practice and the development of
more psychologically-oriented CR approaches. In particular,
the results highlight the improvement in outcomes that could
be achieved by using clinic-based group-metacognitive therapy.
However, a home-based approach could offer more choice
and is acceptable, but evidence of the effectiveness of self-help
MCT needs to be determined by a full-scale RCT, a study
which is currently in progress (NCT03999359). In order
to realize the service-level potential of MCT, future studies

should examine implementation within healthcare services
and cost-effectiveness.
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